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ABSOLUTE ABEL SUMMABILITY AND CAPACITY

G. V. WELLAND

Abstract. Precise limits on the size of exceptional sets for which functions

in the Lebesgue class, ££, can fail to be absolutely Abel summable are given

in terms of Bessel capacity.

1. Introduction. In this note we present two theorems which generalize

results of [1] and [2], We do this in the context of the Lebesgue classes ££ and

the capacity theory developed in [3]. Here we introduce those facts from [3]

which are for the most part contained in Theorem 16 of that paper.

Let Qk = {x E Ek: -^ < xi < \, i = 1, 2, . . ., A:} and k > 2 be the torus

in A>dimensional Euclidean space. Let 0 < a < k, and ga be the kernel of the

Bessel potential which is given by the positive function whose Fourier

coefficients are ga(n) = (1 + 47r2|/i|2Ta/2 where n is a point in the A-dimen-

sional integral lattice plane. Let £,+ be the space of all nonnegative Radon

measures of finite total variation on Qk. If v E tx , \\v\\ denotes its total

variation. For v E tx , ga(v, x) = ( ga * v)(x). For Z c Qk an analytic set the

capacity of Z is defined for 1 < p < oo by

caj,(Z) -suplMI, (1.1)

where the supremum is taken over all those v E £,+ concentrated on Z for

which || £,0, .)||y < 1 and/ = p/(p - 1).

If Z has positive capacity then there is a nontrivial ft G tx satisfying the

variational problem of (1.1), the function/defined by

fp-1M = (caAZ)f-xga(p,x) (1.2)

is in Lp, and \\f\\p = caj)(Z). Moreover p is concentrated on the set Z n {x:

(f * ga)(x) = 1} = Z0 and the set Z — Z0 has zero caj> capacity. Such/and ¡j.

are called capacitary distributions for Z. Let/0 = //||/||p and ¡i0 = p/\\p\\.

Finally, for any function A satisfying (A * ga)(x) > 1 on Z and ||A|| = 1, and

any measure v concentrated on Z satisfying ||i>|| = 1, and || ga(v, -)\\p, < 1 we

have

ga(th, A) < ga(Po,fo) < ga(",/o) (1.3)

wherega(ft,/) = ¡ff(y)ga(x - y) dp(x) dy.

We say a function / belongs to the Lebesgue class ££ if / can be written as

/o * ga for some/0 in L" = Lp(Qk).
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2. Absolute Abel summability. In this section we deal with absolute Abel

summability of multiple Fourier series. We say the Fourier series of a

function/is absolutely Abel summable at a point x° if

rii<*'>dt < oo

where

f(x, t) = SA«)*2"0""*-1'"10   for t > 0.
m

The theorems we prove are the following.

Theorem 1. Let f be a function of class tpa(Qk). Then f is absolutely Abel

summable except possibly on a set of zero c    capacity.

Theorem 2. Let Z be a closed set in Qk which is of zero c    capacity. Then

there exists a function f in £„(2*) such that

/"oft*.

J0   '    3/
dt = oo   for each x G Z.

It should be noted that in [2] these theorems are given for the case p = 2

and ordinary capacity, which is motivated by one dimensional results of [1].

Let

«,(*. 0 = 2
Jlmm-x - 2irt\m\

(1 4- 47T2|m|2)
2W2

/>0.

We have the following which can be obtained from an application of the

Poisson summation formula and the properties of Bessel potentials listed in

§7 of [3].

(2.1) For a > 0, ga(x, t) -* ga(x) provided x is not a lattice point, as t -> 0.

(2.2) The function ga(x) is continuous if x is not a lattice point, ga £ Lx

and ga > 0.

a«,
a/ (x,t)

To see that (2.3) holds, note that

•l\ha(x,t)

dt < ga(x) 4- c(k)   where c(k) = 2 e"2"H-
m

x\dga(x>t)\

(2.3)

to
dt < lim

o J. dt
dt

and begin by applying the Poisson summation formula to justify that

ga(x - y)
Jyt=Rk

t
where P,(y) - C-

i^+W2)'
2\(fc+l)/2
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The positivity of ga is used several times in the following. It follows that

r oga(x, t)

at

9P,

3/ 00 dy dtdt<f^ fga(x - y)

[Je  J\y\<2Vk       Je  J\y\>2Vk )

dP,

dt
dy dt

= A + B.

Direct  calculation  of  dP,/dt  shows  that  oP,(y)/ot > 0  if and  only  if

|.y| >Vk t. Define

/ = l(y, e) =

e, \y\ < eVk ,

i, \y\>VJ,
\y\/Vk ,    tVk < \y\ < Vk .

Then it follows that

r r'oP,
A = -f       ^ga(x-y)f -¿(y)dtdy

+ f     ^ga(x-y)f -^-(y)dtdy
J\y\<2Vk Jl     Ot

= f ga^-y)[Pt{y)-Pt(y)]dy

+ (       gÁx-y)[P\{y)-P,(y)]dy
J\y\<2Vk

</     r.ga(x-y)[Pt(y) + PÁy)]dy
J\y\<2Vk

<*.(*,«)+/"        ^ga(x-y)Px(y)dy.

Similar considerations for oPt(y)/ot lead to

B=( ga{x-y)[Px(y)-Pe{y)]dy<(        ga(x -y)Px(y)dy.
^ly|>2Vit J\y\>2Vk

Combining the estimates for A and B gives

•'o

oga(x, 0

dt
dt < hmga(x,e) + ga(x, 1).

e—»0

Again by the Poisson summation formula

1
ga(x, 1) <

(1 + 47T2|m|2)
2i^,|2\<«/2

. e-2f\m\e¡m-x < c(k).
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Next, let
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/(*> 0 = '%f(m)e2"imx-2«XmX'
m

1

2|™|2W2

. p2mm-x — 2ir\m\t

It follows that

= 2/o(»0—
(14- 4tt2|w|2)

= [ fo(y) ■ «,(* - y, t) dy.

ft{x,t) = j f0(y)^(x-y,t)dy (2.4)

so that

/„lfM¿,<J>°')|/.1 dy dt

<c(k)f \fo(y)\dy + (\f0\*ga)(x). (2.5)
JQk

We now present the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let Eœ = {x: /0|3/(x, t)/dt\dt = oo} and suppose

that £„ has positive caj> capacity. Then there exists a measure p (capacitary

distribution) concentrated on Bx = {x: g„(x,/u) = 1} n Eœ where /u(y) =

ca<p(Ex)[ga(p,y)]x/ip~l\ We use the notation compatible with §1:

ga(n,y) = J   ga(x - y) dp(x),
JQk

&(*..£) = ( &,(* - y)f¿y) ay,
JQk

ca„{Ex) = f%(y) dy = ca,(Fj/ga(p,yy' dy,

and\\p\\ = ca<p(EJ>0.
In this case, let v = c^E^p so that \\v\\ = 1 and v(Qk — Ex) = 0. Then

//l/ötv)|&(* - y) dv(x) dy = f\f0(y)\-ga(f,y) dy

< \\fol ■ ||*>. • )hr - ||/ol • C(EJ. (2.6)

The last inequality follows from the fact that || ga(n, -)ll^' < 1-

We now have that

•Wo 3f
(x,0 i/r dv(x) = oo, (2.7)
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while on the other hand, by (2.5) and (2.6), we have

u:if<""'QtJo
dt dv(x)

< c(k)\Qk\x/p'\\f0l + f\f0\(y)ga(x - y) dv(x) dy

= [c(k)\Qk\x/p' + ca-j,(2rj]||/0||, < oo. (2.8)

This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3. Counterexample. We now give the construction of the counterexample

for Theorem 2.

Let Z be a closed set in Qk such that caj)(Z) = 0. Since caj) is a capacity,

we can approximate caJ>(Z) by caJ>(Kp) where Kp = {x: dist(.x, Z) < p); that

is,

c„,(Z) = lim e0,(#p). (3.1)
p—»o

For each p > 0 let pp and fp be the capacitary distributions for Kp with

fpiyY'1 = caf(Kpy~xga(p,„y) almost everywhere and/p * ga(x) = 1 almost

everywhere with respect to capacity caJ> on Kp. Then it follows that

r ( r iVO>-0 ,
)ga(x - y)[jga(y - z) <*>,(*)) dy = caj,(KpYx        (3.2)

almost everywhere in Kp with respect to caj) capacity. We choose a sequence

{ u } associated in the above fashion such that c^K^) = || /xj| -»0.

Then \\fp\\p = caj)(Kp). Note that fp is not constant on Kp but it has a

potential which is equal to one almost everywhere with respect to caJ,

capacity. Let

fo = 2 cjf     and   /* = 2 ga * (cj^). (3.3)
j-\ j-\

Hence/* is in tpa(Qk). For c, use j^caJp(Kp)-x with 8 > 1 so that we have

|| /o \\p < 2)_1/^s < oo and {/<*} forms a Cauchy sequence in Lp(Qk). Let/0

denote the limit of /<* as A: tends to infinity. Since/ is a positive function,/0 is

also the pointwise limit of f¡¡. Furthermore, for almost every x in K with

respect to caf capacity, we have

(js * «.)(*) > I/^mW'U * &)(*)=i/^^r1- (3-4)
We  choose  the  sequence   {p,}   such  that  caj,(K ) </"*.  Then  in  Afft,

(P, */o * ga) tends to Sy-i/^c^i^)"' > k as f tends to zero, since/q * gtt is

essentially constant in K .

Since

\f(x, 1) - /(x, i)| <¡\fs(x,s) ds   and    [/(*, 1)| < c(k)\Qk\
i/p'
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(3.5)

(3.6)
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it will follow that

if we show

rn<->dt = oo    for x in Z

lim f(x, t) = oo    for x in Z.

But for x in Z we have

lim inf/(x, /) > lim inf(P, */0* * ga) > k
t—*O0 t—>O0

for all k. This concludes the construction of Theorem 2.


